Boise River Raft and Tube Rentals
COVID-19 Protocols
~Keeping you safe while you enjoy the Boise River~

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Boise River Raft and Tube Rentals has instituted the following
policies and procedures to protect you while you enjoy the Boise River:

⦁

Social Distancing protocols in the rental line at Barber Park and in the Shuttle line at Ann
Morrison Park. Please support our staff as they maintain both numbers of guests
allowed in line due to Stage 3 protocols as well as assist with 6 ft of social distancing.
We recommend only one guest per group wait in line with completed rental paperwork
containing the signatures of all guests utilizing our equipment 18 years and over.

⦁

Plexiglass dividers in between guests at the rental windows.

⦁

A sign indicating where guests should wait to pick up rental equipment. Please do not
approach the bay doors. We will bring your equipment to you.

⦁

Touchless hand sanitizer stations where the rental agreements are kept and at the
rental windows.

⦁

Disinfection of commonly touching surfaces utilizing bleach/water concentrate and a
UV light sanitation wand.

⦁

Disinfection of all equipment in between use utilizing the CDC recommended
bleach/water concentrate.

⦁

Guests will be seated in every other seat on our shuttles to comply with social
distancing requirements. Buses will be loaded by security staff from back to front.
Masks are not mandatory but are recommended by CDH and will be available. Shuttle
wait times may increase due to limited seating.

⦁

Shuttle seats will be sanitized in between runs with the CDC recommended
bleach/water concentrate.

Guests with any symptoms of COVID-19 including a fever of 100.4 or over, chronic coughing,
or any symptoms of illness are asked to stay home. Please help us keep everyone healthy and
safe!
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